Oxygen effect, hydrogen peroxide yields, and time scale of interaction of potentially damaging species in electron pulse irradiated bacterial spores.
A given integrated radiation dose delivered from a LINAC as a train of pulses (50/s), characteristically of 0.1 to 5 microseconds pulse length with dose rates within the pulse between 0.38 and 38 krads/microsecond, inactivates bacterial spores in water suspension more effectively than the same dose given as Co60 gamma rays. This enhancement of radiation damage occurs both in the presence and in the absence of oxygen and is not explained by either pulse dose rate or pulse length alone, but is monotonically related to the product of these pulse parameters, pulse dose. The enhancement appears to result from the interaction, within individual spores, of free radical species of average lifetime of about 2-5 microseconds. The time scale over which these species operate suggests that they are freely diffusable. Prevention, in part, of their damaging effect by the presence of selective scavenging agents is evidence that OH radicals are involved. Measurements of H2O2 yield for irradiation conditions that show a gradation of enhancement of damage correlate strongly with the extent of damage observed.